**Programme 2019**

**February**
**Open Doors:** Santa Eulàlia  
**Art intervention:** “Geometry of Light”, Luftwerk & Iker Gil -Llum Barcelona*  
**European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award 2019:** Announcement of the 5 finalists

---

**March**
**Publication:** Presentation of the short film and the publication “Mies Missing Materiality”, based on the artistic intervention of Anna & Eugeni Bach  
**Music Pavilion:** Sonatas for piano prepared by John Cage, Lluisa Espigolé -Barcelona opening  
**European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award 2019:** Presentation of the 383 nominated works, at the ETSAB

---

**April**
**Open Doors:** Sant Jordi, reading Pavilion  
**European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award 2019:** Winners announcement  
**Exhibition:** “Pavilion of reflection “ retrospective of the artistic interventions from our archive -Festival Concéntrico

---

**May**
**European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award 2019:** Award Ceremony, symposium and publication.  
**Exhibition:** European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture - Mies van der Rohe Award 2019 at Victoria Eugènia Palace + streets  
**Exhibition:** “Tiny Bauhaus” - DZT  
**Artistic intervention:** “Triadischesballett” - DZT  
**Debates in the Pavilion:** Future Architecture Platform  
**Barcelona Architecture Week:** A wide range of activities related to the dissemination of architecture and the city*

---

**June**
**Pantalla Pavelló:** Architecture, Cinema and Bauhaus*  
**Artistic intervention:** Sabine Marcelis - Side Gallery

---

**July**
**Pantalla Pavelló:** Architecture, Cinema and Bauhaus*  
**Artistic intervention:** Lucrecia Dalt -Sónar

---

**September**
**Pantalla Pavelló:** Architecture, Cinema and Bauhaus*  
**Music Pavilion:** Concert  
**Open Doors:** Mercè Festival, family workshops  
**Artistic intervention:** “1: 100”, Michael Wesely - Goethe Institut - Barcelona Gallery Weekend / SWAB

---

**October**
**Debates in the Pavilion:** “Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 1969-2019” ***  
**Exhibition:** “Water landscapes” from the archive of the Prize - AxA and the Museu Marítim  
**Prize of Contemporary Architecture of the European Union - Mies van der Rohe Award:** Opening of the call for submissions for the Young Talent Architecture Award 2020

---

**November**
**Documentary:** “Dona Contrallum”, Albert Badia and 15-L, based on the artistic intervention of Enric Llorach -Loop Barcelona

---

**December**
**Art intervention:** “Re-enactment: Lilly Reich’s work occupies the Barcelona Pavilion”, Laura Martinez de Guereñu - Lilly Reich Grant for equality in architecture *

---

*Bauhaus 100 **90th 1929 Pavilion anniversary  
***50th anniversary of the death of Mies van der Rohe

Activities subject to change.  
**Open daily:** Guided tours - Educational activities